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Britthaven of Chapel Hill, a Chapel Hill, North Carolina nursing home, employed
Angela Almore, R.N., a nurse who now faces second-degree murder and patientabuse charges arising from her time at Britthaven. Several patients under her care
were injured, and one died, after allegedly being administered morphine without
a prescription.
At the same nursing home, Marian Orlowski, M.D. died of pneumonia after falling
and breaking several bones while a resident at Britthaven. His wife has taken
action to hold Britthaven accountable for failing to use side-rails on Dr. Orlowski's
bed because Britthaven knew that he suffered from dementia and was a fall risk.
This was a predictable and preventable death. Dr. Orlowski was nominated for a
Nobel prize for developing a treatment for blood cancers.
Another resident broke both her thigh bones, and ultimately died, after it is
alleged that a nursing assistant dropped the resident and then failed to tell
supervisors about the fall. The patient's care plan called for a mechanical lift at all
times. It is reported that the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services fined
Britthaven over $400,000.

Britthaven's corporate parent company owns

approximately 43 nursing homes in North Carolina.
Nursing home injuries and cases involving neglect and abuse are unfortunately
more common that we want to believe. If you have questions or concerns about a

loved one in a nursing home speak up and take action. First and foremost, you
want to make sure the resident is safe. Doctors in all states have a duty to report if
they suspect abuse or neglect, as do registered nurses and most other health care
providers. If you have concerns and those questions are not being taken seriously,
you can call the state or county authorities or call the police.
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